
EDU15SPL Competiton subwoofer
Dual 0.7ohm 5000 watt RMS 10000 Watts Max
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NO LIMITS - COMPETITION SPL
The EDGE Unlimited range is designed as just that, no limits! The range is about maximum 
performance without compromise. The new Unlimited subwoofers have been packed with 
technology such as the unique heat raptor, carbon fibre dust-cap, ribbed surround and high 
quality USA built voice coil.

All of the tech is then strategically engineered to ensure the maximum performance possible 
by combining the correct motor and pole piece, well designed suspension and accurately 
produced wiring and voice coil

All this results in a subwoofer that produces exceptional results on all levels!

BEST SPL - High power SPL derived subwoofer for competition winning performance along 
sound smooth musical playback.

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGIES - Innovative heat raptor technology for enhanced heat dissipation 
leading to louder, longer playtime.

BEST SOUND - The ribbed surround, non pressed paper cone and Carbon fibre dust-cap allows 
the EDU subwoofer to have lightweight soft parts for a smooth sound-wave transition for a warm 
rounded sound.

HIGH POWER - 5000 watts RMS of power from a high performance American made Voice coil 
which features a 65mm winding height and high temp black resin coating.

RIBBED SURROUND

TORSION BASKET

USA BUILT VOICE COIL

DUAL VOICE COIL

Ribbed surround for greater control 
of high excursion and smoother bass 

reproduction.

Cast alloy basket which gives 
incredible tensile strength and excellent 

dampening properties for the best 
linear response from the subwoofer.

High temperature Dual 0.7ohm 
USA built Voice coil. Perfect for 

SPL competitions and street bass 
applications.

Dual 0.7Ω voice coild configuration for 
competion usage due to final loading 

resitance allowing full power draw from 
EDGE amplifiers

Aluminum heat sink and extraction pole 
for added heat dissipation from the 

USA built VC and the high power motor, 
this increased performance and lowers 

running temperature.

Powerful ferrite magnet provides 
extreme motor force for high SPL 

applications.

HEAT RAPTOR

HIGH POWER MOTOR

DOWNLOADS
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https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/2mo61y3ol9zy2mmgalyst/h?dl=0&rlkey=jrvpv5wsmx7ixdbvxsrfo0nqg

